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Abstract. Over the past years user-generated content has gained increasing 
importance in the area of geographic information science. Private citizens 
collect environmental data of their neighborhoods and publish it on the web. 
The wide success of volunteered geographic information relies on the simplicity 
of such systems. We propose to use sketch maps as a visual user interface, 
because sketch maps are intuitive, easy to produce for humans and commonly 
used in human-to-human communication. Sketch maps reflect users’ spatial 
knowledge that is based on observations rather than on measurements. 
However, sketch maps, often considered as externalizations of cognitive maps, 
are distorted, schematized, incomplete, and generalized. Processing spatial 
information from sketch maps must therefore account for these cognitive 
aspects. In this paper, we suggest a set of qualitative spatial aspects that should 
be captured in representations of sketch maps and give empirical evidence that 
these spatial aspects are robust against typical schematizations and distortions 
in human spatial knowledge. We propose several existing qualitative spatial 
calculi to formally represent the spatial aspects, suggest appropriate methods 
for applying them, and evaluate the proposed representations for alignment of 
sketch maps and metric maps. 

Keywords: cognitive qualitative representation, sketch map, qualitative spatial 
reasoning, sketch alignment 

1 Introduction 

Sketch maps are an intuitive way to express human spatial knowledge about the 
environment. They contain objects which represent real world geographic features, 
relations between these objects, and oftentimes symbolic and textual annotations [4]. 
These elements enable us to use sketch maps to communicate about our environments 
and to reason about our actions in those environments. In this way, sketch maps 
provide an intuitive user interaction modality for some geospatial computer 
applications [9]. Especially with the advent of Volunteered Geographic Information 
(VGI) [13], sketch maps may be the key to removing some of the barriers imposed by 
the technical requirements of traditional Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as 
noted by [27]. Sketch maps, however, do not have a georeferenced coordinate system. 
Therefore, in order to allow users to contribute and query geographic information 
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using sketch maps, an automated system must be able to analyze them and establish 
correct correspondences between elements of a sketch map and elements of other 
spatial data sources [35], be they sketch maps or metric maps. The analysis involves 
extracting and characterizing useful information, such as depicted objects, from a 
sketch map and establishing correspondences involves describing the relationship 
between elements of the sketch map and elements of the other data source. This is 
also known as alignment if the spatial relations among the elements are of primary 
interest.  

For a system to perform the tasks described above it must have models that support 
cognitively plausible sketch map representations. Because human spatial thinking is 
inherently qualitative [12], such representations may also be expected to be 
qualitative in nature. Indeed many approaches to sketch map representation [9, 11, 16, 
28] attempt to capture some qualitative aspects of the sketch maps by abstracting 
away from the geometric information. Qualitative representation of spatial knowledge 
involves representing only the relevant distinctions in a spatial configuration. For 
example, orientations with a predominantly northerly heading can all be regarded as 
belonging to the qualitative orientation “North”. Qualitative representations together 
with logical and algebraic mechanisms for performing some useful computations on 
them form what are known as qualitative calculi [8] and their study as Qualitative 
Spatial Reasoning (QSR).  

It has been noted that the most useful aspects of space from a QSR perspective are 
topology, orientation, and distance [25]. However the cognitive reality of sketch maps 
requires consideration of the reliability of every aspect of space used. For instance, it 
is known that sketch maps have inconsistent scale and perspective [4]. This is in part 
due to omissions, simplifications, exaggerations and other types of distortions 
introduced at the different stages of observation, perception and memorization of 
spatial information [33, 34]. These factors must therefore be taken into account. 

This paper proposes a set of formal qualitative spatial representations for sketch 
maps that minimizes the effects of cognitive distortions during alignment. Each 
representation captures an aspect of sketch maps that is likely to be represented 
correctly with respect to a metric city map. Only sketch maps of urban areas were 
considered in the studies reported in this paper. The next section briefly reviews 
sketch map representation and alignment methods. In section 3 results of an empirical 
study into criteria for obtaining a cognitively plausible sketch map alignment are 
presented. Based on the identified criteria five qualitative calculi have been used to 
formalize the spatial configuration information of objects in sketch maps. The 
resulting representations are discussed in section 4 and an evaluation of their 
application on three sample sketch maps is discussed in section 5. Section 6 concludes 
the paper with a summary and outlook on future work. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Alignment of Spatial Information from Sketch Maps 

Alignment of spatial information requires identifying two spatial configurations or 
so called scenes [23] that are similar. The central question in spatial scene similarity is 
how to establish the associations between the elements of one scene and those of 
another scene. Here, we describe two approaches developed recently. Both were 
proposed for alignment of spatial sketches or sketch maps with metric maps. 

Spatial scene similarity [22, 23] applies spatial alignment as part of a query 
procedure. They seek to align the structure of a query scene with that of another 
scene. A spatial scene query comprises a set of spatial objects and relations between 
the objects. A query is formulated as a spatial constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). 
The evaluation of the query then involves finding configurations in the database that 
satisfy all the constraints of the query. This is achieved by constructing an association 
graph which consists of a set of pairs of variables (objects in the query and database). 
The set of pairs are the nodes of the association graph, while the set of combined 
constraints become the edges of the graph. The final solutions to the query comprise 
all maximal complete subgraphs (maximal cliques) of the association graphs.  

Qualitative Matching is a similar approach suggested in Wallgrün et al. [35]. It 
represents a sketch map as a set of qualitative constraint networks (QCN) aspect by 
aspect. Each QCN is based on a specific qualitative spatial calculus. A matching 
problem is then defined as follows: for each possible pairing of nodes from one QCN 
with those from the other, find all consistent combined QCNs that satisfy the 
constraints from both original QCNs. 

2.2 Formal Representation of Sketch Maps 

Both of the above methods can be used to align sketch maps over several aspects 
of space and suitable representations of the sketches are required for the alignments to 
be performed. In [9] Egenhofer used topological and directional relations in sketches 
to formulate geospatial queries for real spatial databases. Additional semantics of the 
spatial relations in the sketch can be obtained by a quantification of the extents to 
which pairs of objects interact with respect to each given relation [10].  

Forbus et al. [11] consider a sketch as being composed of logical units called 
glyphs. A glyph has two components, the geometry, which is what the user draws, 
and a conceptual entity which refers to the concept implied by the geometry. The 
model considers three main types of spatial relations: positional relations given by 
cardinal directions (South, East, North, and West), adjacency relations captured by the 
Voronoi diagram of the outer contours of the glyphs, and topological relations 
computed between bounding boxes of the glyphs. This information can then be used, 
for a specific domain, to infer other information such as visibility (camouflaged or 
contrasted from background). In Kopczynski and Sester [16] concepts such as “street” 
or “park” represent objects in the sketch map. Objects and spatial relations are 
embedded in a conceptual graph structure and used to generate spatial queries.  
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2.3 Cognitive Aspects of Spatial Knowledge  

All the above cited methods attempt to capture some abstract, qualitative aspects of 
the sketch maps by abstracting away from the geometric information. However, they 
ignore the influences from human spatial cognition on sketch maps, and as a result 
fail to explicitly account for schematizations and distortions from cognitive errors [33, 
34]. In general, sketch maps are characterized by inconsistent spatial scale and 
perspective and contain schematizations and distortions from human spatial cognition.  

The following gives an overview of important findings about how humans observe 
and perceive their environments: people make systematic errors in judging orientation 
of spatial objects that are located in different geographical or political  units [29]; 
distortions due to perspective and due to landmarks are common in spatial judgments, 
e.g., distances between near spatial objects are considered relatively longer that 
distances between far away objects [14]; ordinary buildings are judged closer to 
landmarks than the other way around [18, 26]; routes are judged longer with more 
turns, more landmarks [31] or more intersections; spatial information is simplified in 
the cognition process: angles tend to be perceived more rectangular [15] and curved 
features are perceived straighter [6, 19]. While sketch maps are used for representing 
spatial information from human memories, such cognitive errors appear very often 
and have negative influences on sketch map accuracy [36] making direct sketch map 
alignment unreliable. In addition, omission of information and inclusion of extra 
information in the form of symbols and annotations occurs quite often [32] and 
contributes to the difficulty of automating sketch map alignment.  

Thus, a cognitively plausible representation for sketch maps is necessary. The 
abovementioned representations of sketch maps do not provide empirical evidence for 
the qualitative or quantitative aspects reflected in the representations and also do not 
evaluate the cognitive adequacy of the chosen representational formalisms. In 
contrast, the representation proposed in this paper is motivated by cognitive insights 
into human spatial cognition and thinking obtained in the empirical study described 
below. 

3 Empirical Study: Criteria for Sketch Map Alignment 

To succeed in aligning a sketch map and its corresponding metric map, relevant 
sketch aspects for alignment are required. A list of such sketch aspects might 
constitute sufficient criteria for performing sketch map alignment with some success. 
To this end, an empirical study1 was conducted to investigate relevant aspects of 
sketch maps. The study was divided into two phases: first, during the experiment, 
participants were asked to draw three locations from their memory on the paper; 
second, sketch maps were compared with metric maps while six sketch aspects were 

                                                           
1  This experiment was conducted in the Spatial Intelligence Lab at the Institute for 

Geoinformatics, University of Muenster. For a detailed description of the experiment we 
refer the reader to [5]. 
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analyzed. In the end, a list of sketch aspects was concluded as the criteria for sketch 
map alignment and used to develop suitable formal representations for the task. 

3.1 Experiment 

Participants. There were in total 25 university students joined the experiment with 
the age range between 19 and 29 (average age of 23 years with a standard deviation of 
2.4 years). Among these 25 participants, 14 are male and 11 are female. All the 
participants joined the experiment gratuitously and assured to have no specific 
knowledge in cartography and geography and also no particular advanced skills in art. 
Though none of the participants are residents of the locations, all of them are familiar 
with the areas sketched by frequent visit by foot or vehicle. During the experiment, 
participants were asked to produce sketch maps with as much detail as possible but 
only from memory. There was no time limit during the sketching task, since this 
might pressure the participants and could influence the final sketch map quality.  

Materials. Each participant was given a piece of DIN-A4 sized sheet of paper and 
a black pen. Rules and other assisting drawing and measuring tools were not allowed. 
Before participants producing sketch maps, a sample sketch map was shown to give 
an example of how a sketch map could look like.  

Locations. There were three locations that participants were asked to sketch. All 
locations were urban areas with paved and built up regions. Besides straight and 
curved main streets, side streets and various types of buildings as shops and 
restaurants, the locations also contain natural areas as lakes or grasslands. The area of 
location I is a part of the inner city of Brueggen with landmarks such as lakes like 
“Laarer See” and “steep hill” as the sketching boundary; the area of location II is 
along the route which is across the pedestrian zone of Brueggen from the south to the 
north; the area of location III is in the city of Muenster which has the “Ludgeri-
Kreisel” as its center and with a radius of approximately 1km. Location I and III are 
with the similar size of 1.5km2 and they were sketched as survey maps. Location II 
has a route with an overall length of 700m and was sketched as a route map. The time 
that participants spent and the sketch maps that we received are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Time that participants spent and the sketch maps received in the experiment 

 Location I Location II Location III 
Time Ave (StdDev) 21.7min (11.4) 16.3min (9.9) 14.8min (4.6) 
Total sketch maps analysed 12 12 5

3.2 Methodology of Sketch Map Comparison 

Sketch maps of each location were analyzed and compared with the corresponding 
metric map2. Six sketch aspects were analyzed during the comparison procedure. 
These sketch aspects were derived from the former studies of sketch map analysis and 

                                                           
2 The Deutsch Grundkarte 1:5000 (DGK 5) was used as the metric map source. 
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comparison [36], and they are related to sketched objects such as landmarks and street 
segments as well as binary relations sketched such as the topological, directional and 
order relations of sketched objects. In the context of sketch maps, sketched objects 
and sketched relations refer to: 

Objects sketched. Landmarks are defined as subjective points of interests, which 
are the most memorable spatial elements to the participants [5]. So, landmarks could 
be any spatial objects people draw except for streets. Street network refers to a 
collection of street segments that connect pairs of junctions. A street segment is a 
piece of a street which is a linear feature for the means of travelling by foot, bike or 
vehicle whereas a junction is a specific location with which one or more street 
segments connect. Furthermore, the city block is defined separately out of the street 
network. A city block is a part of a street network and it provides more possibilities 
during sketch map alignment. It can be defined as either an open or a closed area that 
are surrounded by connected street segments.  

Relations sketched. During sketch map comparison, topological relations were 
calculated between a landmark and a city block. The street network orientation refers 
to directional relations of pairs of adjacent street segments. Order relations refer to 
two kinds of relations: one is the order of landmarks along a linear reference frame, 
which can be a street or a path-extent like water body; the other is the cyclic order of 
the adjacent landmarks around a junction. 

In detail, the six sketch aspects are: topology of street network, street network 
orientation, order relations of landmarks along a street, order relations of landmarks 
around a junction, topology of city blocks and containment of landmarks in a city 
block.  

3.3 Resulting Alignment Criteria 

The valid sketch maps of three locations were analyzed manually. All the 
calculations were conducted between adjacent spatial objects. We got a larger set of 
sketch aspects, which might be the criteria for alignment. Among them, the six sketch 
aspects that we defined are with the highest accuracy rate (see Table 2).  

Topology of street network represents the pattern of interconnection of street 
segments and junctions of a street network. The street network sketched is usually 
simplified and incomplete while it is much more complicated in the reality. This 
sketch aspect was calculated in the extracted street network graph with nodes 
representing junctions and edges representing street segments. Despite the missing 
and extra junctions and street segments, the connectivity of street segment and 
junctions sketched was with 100% accuracy for all three locations.  

Street network orientation was calculated between a reference street segment and 
its adjacent street segments, i.e., the adjacent street segments and the reference street 
segment share the same junctions. A qualitative orientation model that divides the 
space into two regions, which are right and left, was applied in the calculation. This 
directional model is built in a way that it has its reference orientation line formed by a 
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pair of two points, which are the start point3 and the end point4 derived from of the 
pair of two junctions of the reference street segment. The oriented reference line is 
always pointing from the start point to the end point. In our case, accuracy rate of 
direction relations was calculated separately of participants depending on what street 
segments they drew.  

Table 2. Results of sketch map comparison  

Accuracy rate Location I Location II Location III 
Street network topology 100%  100%  100%  
Street network orientation 100%  100%  100%  
Order along a route 100%  94% 100%  
Order around a junction 100% - - 
City block topology 100%  100%  100%  
City block containment 100%  99%  100%  

- To calculate order of landmarks around a junction, at least two adjacent landmarks being 
around a junction is required. Location II and III do not fit this basic requirement. 
 

The order of landmarks along a street shows high similarity with the metric maps. 
For both location I and III, 100% of all the landmarks sketched along the selected 
streets were placed in a correct order. For location II, along the route sketched, 94% 
of all the landmarks were correctly placed. In our case, missing landmarks were 
exclusive in the calculation of order relations. 

During the experiment, we found that most of the landmarks were sketched either 
along the main streets or around junctions. Order relations of landmarks around 
junctions could also provide possibility for sketch map alignment. Location I was 
analyzed for this order relation and showed 100% match with its corresponding 
metric map. 

The topology of city blocks is also represented in a high accuracy for all three 
locations. City blocks appear quite often while sketching. Although no participant 
sketched the complete street network, for the sketched street network, nearly 100% of 
the city blocks were represented by correctly connected junctions and street segments. 
In the end, the containment of landmarks in city blocks also shows its reliability for 
sketch map alignment. For containment analysis, the experiment locations were split 
up into city blocks that have their scales varied among participants. Though small-
scale city blocks formed by side streets were not sketched by all the participants, 
landmarks were still correctly placed in the relatively large-scale city blocks formed 
by aggregated street segments. For location I and III, 100% of the landmarks were 
placed correctly in the city blocks, and for location II, this accuracy rate is 99%.The 
results show that all the above six sketch aspects always show high similarity (>90%) 
with the corresponding aspects in metric maps. Also they appear quite often in sketch 
maps. The six sketch aspects were proofed in this empirical study that participants 
                                                           
3 The definition of the start and end points is not arbitrary. In route map, for each street 

segment, the start point is close to the origin while the end point is close to the destination. 
In survey map, the definition is varied depending on the calculation. 
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seldom made mistakes while sketching these aspects and they can be reliable criteria 
for sketch map alignment. 

4 Formal Representations of Sketch Maps for Alignment 

In order to reason about sketch maps, spatial information corresponding to the six 
criteria described above is represented using formal qualitative spatial calculi 
developed by the QSR community. A quick look at the six criteria indicates that the 
street network is of primary importance because all the other criteria depend on it. So 
the first step is to characterize the street network topology and relative orientations of 
street segments. Formal representations for the remaining four criteria are based on 
this characterization of the street network as a collection of street segments with some 
of their end-points coinciding at junctions to form a network topology. Wherever 
necessary, the end-points of a street segment will be distinguished as the start-point 
and end-point with regard to one of its two orientations.  

4.1 Street Network Topology 

The topology of street network can be captured using the connectivity information 
of the corresponding graph as is usually done in GIS [17]. However, a more explicit 
structure, DRA7 which is a coarsened version of the dipole relation algebra (DRA) of 
Moratz et al. [20], was introduced in Wallgrün et al. [35] and captures the topology of 
sets of oriented line segments. The oriented line segments are also known as dipoles 
[20]. A dipole is an ordered pair of points in ℝ2 which can be written as a = (as, ae), 
where as and ae are the start- and end-point of a respectively. A basic DRA relation 
between two dipoles A and B is represented by a 4-tuple of facts sBeBsAeA where sB is 
the position of the start-point of dipole B with respect to dipole A. The other three 
elements of the relation eB, sA, and eA are defined analogously. For DRA7 the possible 
positions of the start-/end-point of one dipole with respect to another dipole are s 
(coincides with the start-point), e (coincides with the end-point), and x (coincides 
with neither start-point nor end-point). In the proposed representations, the start- and 
end-points of street segments are used to define the dipoles.  

For example in Figure 1 the junctions B, C, D, E, and G define the dipoles BC, CB, 
GC, CG, DC, CD, DE, and ED. The relations for (BC, CG), (CG, BC), (CB, CG), and 
(BC, DE) are exxs, xsex, sxsx, and xxxx respectively. Note that in this example the 
dipole relations can be derived directly from the labeling of junctions. The seven 
basic relations of DRA7 include the four listed above, sese, eses, and xexe. Together 
the DRA7 basic relations capture the connectivity information of street segments and 
therefore the topology of the street network in sketch maps.  
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Fig. 1. Dipole representation of the street network: (a) identified junctions in the sketch map are 
connected with straight lines, and (b) the result is a graph that partitions the space into city 
blocks – see Section 4.5. 

4.2 Street Network Orientation (Relative Orientation of Street Segments)  

The relative orientations of street segments with respect to each other are locally 
more accurate between adjacent street segments. For a formal representation of this 
information the Oriented Point Relation Algebra (OPRAm) introduced in Moratz et al. 
[21] is used. OPRAm is an orientation calculus over which information can be 
represented at variable granularities determined by the parameter m; there are 4m 
possible distinctions between any two orientations. The primitive entities of OPRA 
are oriented points (o-points) in the plane defined as a pair (P, ϕ) where P is a point 
given by its Cartesian coordinates (x, y) and ϕ is an orientation in ℝ2. For two o-points 
A and B, an OPRAm relation is distinguished by the granularity of representation m, 
the position j of A with respect to B, and the position i of B with respect to A written 
as A m<j

i B. The points A and B have orientations given by ϕ(A) and ϕ(B) resp. such 
that the values of j and i encode both the relative positions and the point orientations 
of A and B with respect each other. Like other formal representations of relative point 
orientations, OPRAm is based on a partition of the full circular rotation in the ℝ2. The 
plane is partitioned into 2m planar sectors and 2m linear sectors. The main advantages 
of the OPRA calculi are that they take into account the orientations of the concerned 
points, they allow the distinction of relative orientations of collocated points, and they 
exist at different granularities.  

With the coarsest level, OPRA1, the relative positions of junctions and end-points 
of streets are encoded for each orientation along the street segments. That is, for every 
street segment end-point the orientation towards the opposite end-point of the street 
segment defines an o-point. At junctions, o-points corresponding to street segments 
incident on it are collocated o-points. OPRA1 has 20 basic relations and four possible 
relative positions front (0), left (1), back (2), and right (3) – see Figure 2c. The label 
of an o-point oriented along a street segment is given a superscript with the label of 
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the street segment. For example, at junction C in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c, the o-point 
oriented towards junction D is given the label CCD. A relation between a pair of o-
points (e.g. BBC and CCD in Figure 2c), gives their relative locations based on their 
intrinsic orientation particularly distinguishing whether one is on the left or on the 
right side of the other. But to capture the relative orientation of an outgoing street 
segment requires the relative orientations with respect to both the preceding and 
succeeding segments.  

 
Fig. 2. OPRA1 relations in sketch maps. The three o-points B and C in (a) and (b) have OPRA1 
relations given in (c). OPRA1 is used to determine the relative orientations of outgoing street 
segments at junctions (a), (b), and (d). 

Given four junctions A, B, C, and D in general position, three o-points AAB, BBC, 
and DBD, and i, j, k integers. Let AAB<j

i DBD and BBC< k BBD. We restrict the values of 
i to {0, 1, 3}. Then any assignment of values to the variables i, k describes the 
configuration of a junction with three incident street segments AB, BC, BD. To 
determine whether BD is oriented towards the left or right of ABC the four possible 
relations between AAB and BBC are considered separately. 

If AAB<0
0

 BBC then it is impossible to decide whether BBD is located to right or left 
of ABC. For the other three relations, the orientation o of BD is given by:  

 AAB <1
0 BBC then o = left if i = k = 1 and o = right otherwise (1) 

 AAB <2
0 BBC then o = left if i = k = 1 and o = right if i = k = 3 (2) 

 AAB<3
0

 BBC then o = right if i = k = 3 and o = left otherwise  (3) 
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This information corresponds to how correctly people place junctions along a 
street. The devised representation is consistent with the results in section 3 which 
showed that for a given heading, people place out-going street segments at junctions 
along a street on the correct side of the street. 

4.3 Order of Landmarks Along Streets 

Landmarks in the sketch map are vectorized and approximated by polygons. The 
Interval Algebra (IA) of Allen [1] is used to represent ordering information between 
landmarks along a specific path in the street network. The term path is used here 
analogously to the term simple path in graph theory, i.e.  a sequence of junctions such 
that from each of junction in the sequence there is a street segment to it and the next 
junction in the sequence.  

 
Fig. 3. Landmarks adjacent to street segments can be determined using the voronoi diagram of 
the street segments. Here dashed lines represent some edges of the voronoi diagram of some of 
the street segments in Figure 1. 

Only landmarks adjacent to the path are considered. For this, it is only required that 
for a given path, landmarks proximal to the path include  landmarks closer (or equally 
close) to street segments of the path than to segments that are not part of that path. In 
particular, suppose S is the sketch map, N(S) a representation of the street network in 
sketch map S, and GV(N(S)) the Generalized Voronoi Diagram [2] generated by the 
street segments of N(S) and the border of S. Then, if a landmark is adjacent to a path 
P, some of the landmark’s points must lie in the Voronoi region r(t) ⊆ GV(N(S)) of 
some street segment t of P (Figure 3).   As such, only landmarks that have some part 
of them close enough to the path are taken into account.  

There is a function l(x) which returns the distance of a point x on a path P from the 
path’s start point sP. So l(sP) = 0 and l(eP) = LP where eP and LP are the end-point and 
length of P respectively. For each point x of P (0 < l(x) < LP), if the perpendicular at x 
intersects a point belonging to the geometry of an adjacent landmark, say A, for the 
first time (no point of A was encountered by perpendiculars of P’s points lying before 
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x), then mark l(x) as the start of the interval IA along P corresponding to A (l(x) = sA). 
If y is the last point on P whose perpendicular encountered a point of A, mark l(y) as 
the end point eA of IA. A simplifying condition employed for now is that whenever a 
start-point of a landmark is encountered, the most recent point of that landmark 
previously encountered, if any, must have been encountered in the immediately 
preceding street segment. In that case the previous interval corresponding to the 
landmark is extended to continue from the recently encountered point. The relations 
between the intervals corresponding to landmarks together with the path become the 
ordering information as shown in Figure 4.  

 
Fig. 4. Landmarks are ordered as intervals defined by their perpendicular projection onto street 
segments. Disjoint intervals corresponding to a landmark at a junction are combined into a 
single interval.  

When traversing a path, the order of landmarks is established by observing the 
intersections between the line perpendicular to each point of the path and adjacent 
landmarks so that the ordering information is defined by the projection of adjacent 
landmarks onto the path (Figure 4). At the beginning of the path there are two 
choices. Either the perpendicular at the start-point intersects a landmark or it does not. 
If it does, then it has to be checked whether the landmark starts before or at the start 
of the path. The path end-point is handled analogously.  

4.4 Order of Landmarks Around Junctions 

Three possibilities were investigated for representing the order of landmarks 
around junctions. The first based on point ordering information was rejected because 
it does not account for the spatial extension of sketched objects. The second, based on 
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representing the portion of an object lying in a certain orientation from an observation 
point takes into account more aspects than required. The representation selected 
explicitly accounts for the spatial and angular extensions of landmarks. It is based on 
the algebra of cyclic intervals [24]. The Cyclic Interval Algebra (CIA) expresses 
relations of intervals (called c-intervals) on a circle based on Allen’s IA relations. In 
addition to 12 of the 13 basic IA relations (before and after are merged into a single 
relation that is analogous to DC in RCC), CIA includes four more relations 
accounting for the cyclic nature of the embedding space. We use CIA to formally 
represent the order of landmarks around junctions.  

 
Fig. 5. Cyclic intervals of two landmarks around a junction give the order in which one would 
see them standing at the junction and turning anti-clockwise around 360° (objects from the 
sketch map in Figure 1). 

The approach taken is similar to the one given in the last section. The reference 
point is a junction j. For a landmark adjacent to a street segment incident to j, the c-
interval of the landmark is its projection onto a (unit) circle centered at j. The 
projection is given by sweeping the 360° view at j in the counter-clockwise direction 
and recording the positions of the sweep line on the circle whenever a start- or end-
point of a landmark is encountered. The arc from the mark of the start-point to the 
mark of the end-point is the c-interval of the corresponding landmark. The c-intervals 
are defined as closed intervals on a real circle. Figure 5 shows the c-intervals 
corresponding to two landmarks around a junction. 

4.5 Topology of City Blocks 

Like landmarks, city blocks in the sketch map are stored as polygons and their 
topological relations are interpreted as relations in RCC-8 [7]. We use the procedure 
presented in Bennett et al [3] to evaluate the RCC-8 relations of the set of polygons 
derived from the sketch map. In that approach, polygons are represented as terms in a 
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Closure Algebra4 (CA). Each term is the intersection of finitely many half-planes 
formed by the lines passing through adjacent pairs of vertices of the polygon. The 
corresponding RCC-8 relations are derived from the terms of the CA by testing the 
emptiness of their intersections.  

City blocks are delineated by street segments. The outline of a city block is formed 
by street segments and sections of the border of the drawing surface adjacent to it. 
The city block is first represented as a polygon whose vertices include end-points of 
the street segments adjacent to it and any nodes at the border of the drawing surface. 
Because city blocks are defined based on street segments, and because the street 
network in a sketch map is generally incomplete, sketch maps do not contain many 
closed city blocks. In order to maximize the number of city blocks detected, street 
segments need to be extended to the border of the drawing surface. The procedure to 
do this extends all street segments with end-points oriented towards the border of the 
drawing surface and with no other objects in their path at the same rate. This is done 
until either the border is encountered or another street segment extension is 
encountered. The end-point of the extension becomes the new end-point for the 
extended street segment. It is worth noting at this point that while the street network 
defines the topology of city blocks, these two structures are not dual to each other 
since some street segments are not part of the city block topology.  

By their definition, no two city blocks can overlap and a city block is constituted 
by a connected region. The adjacency relations between city blocks are represented 
using an adjacency matrix [30]. Each boundary street segment in the sketch map 
corresponds to a value of 1 in the intersections of the rows and columns of the matrix 
for the city blocks which it borders.  The adjacency matrix is important both for the 
alignment task and for determining when city blocks can be aggregated. When 
comparing sketch maps, it is common to encounter aggregated city blocks due to their 
incompleteness. Intuitively, two externally connected (EC) regions can only be 
aggregated if their intersection is not a single point (a 0-meet).   

4.6 Containment of Landmarks in City Blocks: Topological Relations of 
Landmarks 

Landmarks are located in city blocks. The topological constraints on landmarks 
and city blocks together allow us to partially constrain the possible locations of the 
landmarks. While city blocks are non-overlapping, a landmark may overlap several 
city blocks. The RCC-8 relations between landmarks are derived the same way as 
those for city blocks. The RCC-8 constraints between landmarks and city block form 
the QCN for topological information of a sketch map. A landmark can be part of a 
city block but not the other way around. Again this constraint is difficult to represent 
formally in a general theory like RCC. 

                                                           
4 A CA is a Boolean Algebra augmented with a closure operator. For details refer to Bennett et 

al. [3]. 
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5 Evaluation of the Formalization 

The evaluation of the proposed representational models was performed using a set 
of three test sketch maps (we will call them S1, S2, and S3 – Figures 7-9 at the end of 
this paper). All three sketch maps depict the same area. The qualitative 
representations derived from the sketch maps were compared with the same 
information derived from a metric map (RM) of the sketched area (Figure 10). For 
each sketch map, a hypothesis of the matching elements between the sketch map and 
RM was initially generated based on a visual analysis. A match hypothesis is an a 
priori mapping of objects in the sketch map to those in the metric map. The 
hypothesis was then used to compare the constraints in the sketch map representations 
to those in RM representations. The orientation of the street network (Section 4.2) 
was not evaluated because a visual analysis confirmed that the choices left or right 
were always correct.  

5.1 Street Network Topology 

As expected, the sketch maps contained less information than RM. A total of 34 
street segments and 17 junctions were identified in RM as compared to 11, 13, and 21 
street segments and 5, 5, and 9 junctions for S1, S2, and S3 respectively. Table 3 
shows a summary of the evaluation. In all but two cases the corresponding junctions 
were not present in the sketch maps because one or more street segments forming the 
junction were omitted. For the other two cases the junctions were omitted because the 
street segments forming the junction were not completed and therefore did not have a 
common end-point. For this same reason some street end points in the sketch maps 
could not be matched with street end points in RM. These corresponded to 
intermediate points of the matching street segments in the RM. A possible solution to 
representing the just stated fact is to include the DRA position i in the set of 
acceptable position labels of DRA7 during alignment. The label i says that the 
start/end point of a dipole lies inside another dipole (which point is being referred to 
depends on which of sB, eB, sA, or eA gets the label i).  

Table 3. Summary of alignment of dipoles generated from S1, S2, and S3 with dipoles from 
RM 

 S1 S2 S3 
No. of matched dipoles 11 10 21 

No. of conflicting dipole constraints 0 0 2 
No. of dipoles corresponding to aggregated street segments in RM 1 2 3 
Ave. No. of street segments per aggregated segment 3 2.5 2 
 
Some street segments in the sketch maps matched an aggregated group of street 

segments in RM under the given match hypothesis. Aggregation of street segments 
was done by visual inspection. This cannot immediately be inferred in DRA7. Overall 
evaluation shows that there are very few conflicts between relations from the sketch 
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5.4 Topology of City Blocks 

As with the street segments, fewer city blocks could be obtained from sketch maps 
than from the RM. This was the result of incomplete street information. But once the 
dipole extension strategy described in section 4.4 above was applied, there was a 
dramatic increase in the number of city blocks obtained from sketch maps (See table 5 
below). Nonetheless, the number of city blocks in RM that were aggregated to match 
a city block in the sketch map was large. The one inconsistency between the 
adjacency matrices of S3 and RM was a result of street segments not meeting at a 
junction but both ending at the boundary of the drawing surface.   

Table 5. Summary of comparison of topological relations for S1, S2, S3, and RM 

 RM S1 S2 S3 
City blocks from original dipoles 13 2 2 2 
City blocks from extended dipoles  17 6 5 12 
Aggregated city blocks in RM based on match (Ave. 
no. of city blocks per aggregate) 0 (0) 4 (3.8) 2 (7) 3 (2.7) 

Conflicting adjacency relations 0 0 0 1 

5.5 Containment of Landmarks in City Blocks: Topological Relations of 
Landmarks 

The RCC-8 relation that could be obtained between landmarks was only DC and 
between landmarks and city blocks was NTTP. Relations between objects in the 
sketch maps matched with the corresponding relations in RM in all cases. It is worth 
noting here that our definition of city blocks based straight lines connecting pairs of 
junctions represents an overly simplified view of sketch maps and may not be suitable 
for more complex sketches with curved street objects. It is in part due to this 
simplicity that there were no landmarks overlapping more than one city block.  

6 Conclusions and Future Work 

This paper presents a set of qualitative spatial representations for sketch maps to be 
used for aligning them with metric maps and possibly other sketch maps. Six aspects 
of sketch maps have identified as being robust against typical schematizations and 
distortions in sketch maps. For each aspect a representation has been proposed and 
five of these were evaluated. The evaluations show that all the proposed 
representations can be used reliably for making comparisons in some scenarios but 
they still lack the flexibility required to deal with sketched data. It was observed for 
example that sketch map data needs to be represented at a coarse level but at the same 
time for purposes of aligning them to other data those representations need to be 
expressive enough to introduce new distinctions when necessary. Matching of street 
segments is a case in point: incomplete street segments must be compared with 
complete and aggregated street segments. 
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In the present work the focus was on resolving problems arising from cognitive 
distortion and schematization. But other problems exist that need to be addressed as 
well. Spatial aggregation of geographic features represented in sketch maps is 
particularly common during sketching. Every sketch map contains aggregated objects, 
perhaps, because as human beings we each tend to carve up the world in our own 
different ways. As such there is need to develop methods for explicitly expressing 
aggregation as an operator on primitive entities for the different spatial calculi. This 
forms part our future work. Then the effects of missing or additional information also 
need to be addressed. If a sketch omits a street segment, it may lead to the appearance 
of a new city block corresponding to the aggregate of the city blocks that were 
separated by the missing street segment. Another consideration for the future is to be 
able to represent the curviness of a street and characterize turns at junctions as either 
straight on or some other turn direction within a formal theory. Currently we find that 
this is lacking. Finally in this work we considered only urban sketch maps. The last 
consideration we make looking forward is to investigate suitable representations for 
sketch maps in different settings such as rural areas.  

 
Fig. 7. Sketch map S1 
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Fig. 8. Sketch map S2 

 

 
Fig. 9. Sketch map S3 
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Fig. 10. Image of metric map RM. The original map was an extract from the Deutsch 
Grundkarte 1:5000 (DGK 5). 
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